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anther The part of a stamen that contains the pollen.

aster A plant of a large genus that includes the Michaelmas daisy, typically
having purple or pink rayed flowers.

azalea
A deciduous flowering shrub with clusters of brightly coloured, sometimes
fragrant flowers. Azaleas are typically smaller than other rhododendrons
and there are numerous cultivars.

blossom The period of greatest prosperity or productivity.
Tiny white blossoms.

burgeon Put forth young shoots; bud.
The burgeoning population.

conservatory The faculty and students of a school specializing in one of the fine arts.
Keep plant cuttings in a frost free conservatory or greenhouse.

coronal A coronal consonant.
Coronal holes are a source of geomagnetic activity.

daffodil A bulbous European plant which typically bears bright yellow flowers with a
long trumpet-shaped centre (corona).

daisy Used in names of other plants of the daisy family e g Michaelmas daisy
Shasta daisy.

efflorescence Rapid growth or development.
Cover the brickwork to minimize efflorescence.

efflorescent Bursting into flower.

florist A shop where flowers and ornamental plants are sold.
The florist made up an attractive bouquet.

flourish Grow vigorously.
The caricaturist and wit who flourished in the early years of this century.

flower Produce or yield flowers.
A bunch of flowers.
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flowering The time and process of budding and unfolding of blossoms.
The flowering of Viennese intellectual life.

herbaceous Denoting or relating to herbs (in the botanical sense).

lily Used in names of other plants with flowers or leaves similar to those of the
lily e g arum lily.

lotus
White Egyptian lotus water lily of Egypt to southeastern Africa held sacred
by the Egyptians.
A myth of creation states that Buddha was born of a thousand petalled gold
lotus.

narcissus A beautiful young man who fell in love with his own reflection.

nosegay An arrangement of flowers that is usually given as a present.
A nosegay worn at the waist or bodice.

pedicel A small stalk bearing a single flower of an inflorescence; an ultimate
division of a common peduncle.

petal Each of the segments of the corolla of a flower, which are modified leaves
and are typically coloured.

pollen
A fine powdery substance typically yellow consisting of microscopic grains
discharged from the male part of a flower or from a male cone Each grain
contains a male gamete that can fertilize the female ovule to which pollen is
transported by the wind insects or other animals.

pollinator
An insect or other agent that conveys pollen to a plant and so allows
fertilization.
Bees are effective pollinators of fruit and vegetables.

precocity Intelligence achieved far ahead of normal developmental schedules.

prosper Flourish physically; grow strong and healthy.
His business prospered.

spring
Move rapidly or suddenly from a constrained position by or as if by the
action of a spring.
With a sudden spring he leapt on to the table.

thrive
Make steady progress; be at the high point in one’s career or reach a high
point in historical significance or importance.
The new baby thrived.

tulip Any of numerous perennial bulbous herbs having linear or broadly
lanceolate leaves and usually a single showy flower.

wreath A carved representation of a wreath.
A gold wreath.
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